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ICING PROTECTION FOR A TURBOJET TRANSPORT AIRPLANE: HEATING REQUIREMENTS, 
METHODS OF PROTECTION, AND PERFORMANCE PENALTIES 
By Thomas F. Gelder, James P. Lewis, and Stanley L. Koutz 
SUMMARY 
The problems associated with providing icing protection for the 
critical components of a typical turbojet transport airplane operating 
over a range of probable icing conditions are analyzed and discussed. 
Heating requirements for several thermal methods of protection are 
evaluated and the airplane performance penalties associated with provid-
ing this protection from various energy sources are assessed. 
The continuous heating requirements for icing protection and the 
associated airplane performance penalties for the turbojet transport 
are considerably increased over those associated with lower-speed air-
craft. Experimental results show that the heating requirements can be 
substantially reduced by the development of a satisfactory cyclic de-
icing system. The problem of providing protection can be minimized by 
employing a proper energy source since the airplane performance penalties 
vary considerably with the source of energy employed. 
The optimum icing protection system for the turbojet transport or 
for any other particular aircraft cannot be generally specified; the 
choice of the optimum system is dependent upon the specific character-
istics of the airplane and engine, the flight plan, the probable icing 
conditions, and the performance requirements of the aircraft. 
INTRODUCTION 
The introduction of the high-speed, high-altitude, turbine-powered 
airplane for all-weather operation makes necessary a new appraisal of 
the icing protection requirements. The unique design features and mode 
of operation of the turbojet airplane may result in requirements for 
adequate icing protection that are considerably different from conven-
tional aircraft. In addition to operating at speed and altitude condi-
tions differing greatly from current conventional aircraft, the turbojet 
airplane has a high rate of fuel consumption and a restricted flight 
plan. Thus, any penalties imposed upon the airplane performance by the 
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provision and operation of the icing protection system assume great 
importance. These factors, together with the demand for all-weather 
operation, re~uire that careful consideration be given to the problems 
associated with providing icing protection for the turbojet airplane. 
The. major problems that must be considered are: (1) the conditions of 
icing and the degree of protection re~uired, (2) the method of protec-
tion and the associated protection re~uirements, and (3) the penalties 
imposed by the protection system on the airplane performance. The pur-
pose of this report is to analyze and evaluate the icing protection prob-
lem for a high-performance turbojet transport airplane in terms of these 
three considerations. 
Although various schemes of mechanical and chemical icing protection 
have been and continue to be employed, the successful operation of the 
thermal method of protection in current aircraft has proved it to be 
practical and desirable. This report will, therefore, consider only 
the thermal method, although some of the information contained herein is 
of interest in other types of icing protection systems. 
The material in this report is presented in several phases. Con-
sideration is first given to t he severity of icing to be encountered at 
the various operating and meteorological conditions. A study is included 
of the combination of operating and meteorological conditions that will 
result in an ice-free surface without t he application of heat. Secondly, 
an analysis is made of the heat dissipated from a heated surface of an 
airplane component exposed to icing for a wide range of icing and flight 
conditions in order to reveal those factors in the heat-transfer process 
associated with high-speed, high-altitude flight t hat are responsible 
for any marked changes in the heating re~uirements for icing protection 
over those for conventional aircraft. This analysis is followed by a 
determination of the heating re~uirements of the several airplane com-
ponents vulnerable to icing for specific methods and systems of icing 
protection. Finally, the total airplane heating re~uirements and asso-
ciated performance penalties are evaluated to illustrate their relation 
to the protection methods and systems as well as to the operating and 
meteorological conditions. The results, which are based on theoretical 
studies augmented by limited experimental data, are presented in terms 
of a specific airplane configuration, flight plan, and iCing atmosphere 
in order to indicate their practical and ~uantitative significance. The 
investigation was conducted at the NACA Lewis laboratory. 
CONDITIONS OF ICING 
In order to determine the severity of icing, the need for protection, 
and the magnitude of the protection re~uirement, it is necessary to 
relate the meteorological conditions t o the airplane operating conditions 
and design characteristics. For this reason a hypothetical airplane, 
a typical flight plan, and probable meteorological conditions are taken 
for this analysis. 
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Aircraft and flight plan. - The airplane assumed for this analysis 
is a turbojet transport (fig. 1) with the following specifications: 
gross weight, 125,000 pounds; wing span, 158 feet; mean chord, 15.8 feet 
with a 4 to 1 taper ratio; and airfoil section, NACA 651-212. Propul-
sion is obtained from four axial-flow turbojet engines, each engine 
having a compressor pressure ratio of 5 and a rated thrust of 6000 pounds. 
The airplane is assumed to climb to its cruising altitude of 30,000 feet 
at maximum thrust and at a flight speed (350 mph) which gives the max-
imum rate of climb. The descent is also made at a speed of 350 miles 
per hour for all altitudes. The cruising speed of the aircraft is 
500 miles per hour with a cruising ~ange of 3000 miles. For convenience 
in the analysis the flight plan has been divided into four categories 
(see table I) consisting of three 10,000-foot altitude ranges in the 
climb and descent conditions and a 30,OOO-foot cruising condition. 
Meteorological conditions. - An icing protection system for a 
turbojet-powered aircraft depends, in large part, on the selection of 
the meteorological factors on which to base heating requirements. The 
selection of the meteorological factors is modified, however, by the 
probability of encountering such a design meteorological condition. It 
may be necessary to design some icing protection equipment for icing 
conditions less severe than the maximum expected in order to obtain 
acceptable heating requirements. This, procedure may be particularly 
necessary if the probability of encountering the most severe icing con-
dition is very low and the heat required for protection at this condition 
is several times that required for the most probable icing condition. 
Statistical analyses of limited flight data in references 1 and 2 provide 
a means of making reasonable engineering assumptions as to the particu-
lar combinations of the important meteorological variables. In partic-
ular, the method presented in reference 1 for the selection of the 
meteorological factors for which the system is designed to protect is 
used in this analysis. 
The meteorological variables necessary to determine the requirements 
for icing protection are: air temperature and pressure, cloud liquid-
water content, water droplet size and size distribution, extent or dur -
ation uf icing conditions, and frequency of occurrence. The rate and 
location of ice or water collection, which are sensed by a body, deter-
mine the protection requirement and hence the seriousness of a particular 
icing condition. The selection of design variables consists in deter-
mining that combination of the meteorological variables which for a 
specific body geometry and flight speed results in the maximum rate of 
collection for a specified frequency of occurrence. Consideration must 
also be given to the extent or duration of the iCing condition. For a 
complete evaluation of the probability of encountering an icing condi-
tion of given severity, all these variables should be considered simul-
taneously. Because of the complexity and incompleteness of the meteoro-
logical data , such an analysis is not made at the present time. 
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Sufficient accuracy in determining protection re~uirements and reason-
able values of the meteorological variables are obtained by considering 
only the major components of the airplane and applying the values so 
obtained to the remaining components. From this procedure and the method 
and data of reference 1, design values of the meteorological conditions 
for each of the four altitude ranges were selected and are also given in 
table I. For selected meteorological and airplane operating conditions, 
the amount and location of water droplet impingement on the various air-
craft components subject to icing can be estimated. 
Water droplet impingement. - In order to evaluate the rate of water 
interception by a component, the collection efficiency of the component 
must be determined. The collection efficiency of a body ~,defined as 
the ratio of the water intercepted by the component to the total mass of 
water in the volume swept out by the moving body, is a complex function 
of the physical dimensions and attitude of the body and the airspeed, 
as well as the meteorological variables: droplet size, air temperature, 
and air pressure. 
By the method of reference 1 a rate of water collection can be 
selected as the design criterion for icing protection for a particular 
component . Because the collection efficiency depends on the physical 
dimensions of a component, the collection rates for all components will 
not necessarily be the same for a given meteorological condition. Each 
component should therefore be analyzed independently if the total heat 
requirement for efficient and adequate icing protection is to be held 
to a minimum. 
Droplet trajectories and the corresponding rate and area of water 
impingement have been calculated for a limited number of aerodynamic 
shapes and airfoils (references 3 to 5). The impingement patterns for 
the NACA 651-212 airfoil assumed for the turbojet transport were esti-
mated from the results of references 3 and 5. These estimated local 
impingement values for the mean chord of the NACA 651-212 airfoil at 
the four flight conditions of table I are presented in figure 2 together 
with the respective collection efficiencies. The minimum extent of 
impingement occurs at the lowest altitude (condition 1), extending 
between 0.6 percent of chord on the upper surface and 1.2 percent of 
chord on the lower surface. As the flight altitude and angle of attack 
increase during the climb (conditions 1 to 3), the area of interception 
on the lower surface is increased because of the greater surface area 
exposed at the larger angles of attack and also because the reduced drag 
forces on the droplets at altitude deflect the droplets less from the 
path of the advancing airfoil. The greatest value of the total water 
intercepted, however, is obtained at condition 2 (approximately 
8.0 Ib/hr/ft of span). The amount of water caught at the cruise con-
dition 4, where the greatest percen~age of the airplane flight time 
occurs, is only one ~hird of this maximum value. 
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Because the local impingement rate varies with the body size, the 
impingement along the span of the wing and on the tail surfaces differs 
from that for the wing mean chord. The magnitude of this variation of 
impingement is given in figure 2(b), where the impingement on the root, 
mean, and tip airfoil sections of the wing is shown. These results are 
presented for condition 4. The amount of water caught is greatest for 
the mean chord station. The variation in total amount of water caught 
varies only slightly despite an almost four-fold increase in collection 
efficiency from root to tip. Although there is a large variation in 
extent of impingement in terms of percent of chord, the difference in 
actual distance is rather small, varying from 0.58 to 0.63 feet. 
For the remaining components of the airplane the impingement was 
determined from interpolation of the calculated values for cylinders, 
spheres, and airfoils, and from experimental determinations of the icing 
~haracteristics of specific bodies. 
Conditions resulting in aircraft icing. - It is apparent that those 
airplane surfaces which experience a temperature rise, due to aerodyna-
mic heating and other effects, sufficient to maintain a surface temper-
ature above 320 F will not re~uire icing protection. The temperature 
t~ (symbols defined in appendix A) of an unheated surface in an air 
stream containing li~uid water is obtained from a solution of the heat 
balance for an insulated surface after consideration of heat gains from 
frictional heating, kinetic energy of t he impinging water, and release 
of heat of fusion as opposed to the heat losses from convective, evapor-
ative, and sensible heat losses. Details of the analysis for the deter-
mination of this e~uilibrium surface temperature for an ice-free surface 
are given in appendix B. 
The minimum flight speeds re~uired to maintain the stagnation point 
of a body ice free at 320 F are presented in figure 3 for both dry-air 
conditions and cloud or wet-air conditions. These results are given as 
a function of the assumed altitude-temperature relation (table I). All 
conditions of altitude, temperature, and speed that fall below and to 
the right of the curves have a stagnation e~uilibrium temperature above 
the freezing point. The numbers on figure 3 correspond to the assumed 
flight and altitude conditions of table I. For convenience, a line for 
a free-stream Mach number of 1.0 is included, indicating the possibility 
of icing well above this speed at low air temperatures. A marked increase 
in speed is required to obtain a stagnation temperature above 320 F in a 
cloud as compared with that in dry air. This difference increases with 
altitude because of the increased rate of evaporation at the lower pres-
sures and subsequent greater cooling effect. At condition 1, the assumed 
flight speed is very close to the calculated value (355 mph) re~uired to 
maintain a surface temperature above 320 F in a cloud. At the other 
three assumed flight conditions the requisite speed is not obtained. In 
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fact, for these three conditions the speed corresponding to the criti-
cal Mach number of the NACA 651 - 212 airfoil is insufficient to maintain 
a stagnation temperature above 320 F in a cloud. Thus, on the basis of 
the stagnation temperature of the unheated surface, icing protection will 
be required for all the assumed flight conditions given in table I. 
The results presented in figure 3 are for the airfoil stagnation 
point only. At other positions on a body where the local velocities 
and rates of impingement are different from those at stagnation, varying 
values of the temperature of the unheated surface will be obtained. In 
figure 4 the temperature distribution around the leading edge of the 
NACA 651-212 airfoil is shown for the lowest altitude, condition 1, at 
a flight speed just sufficient to maintain all the airfoil above freez-
ing. This minimum flight speed is 365 miles per hour and the cold-
est point on the airfoil is at 0.75 percent chord on the lower surface. 
As shown in appendix B, the unheated equilibrium surface temperature is 
dependent upon the specific meteorological and operating conditions and 
body geometry. The results of figures 3 and 4 are applicable only to 
the assumed conditions of this analysis. Although the surface-temperature 
rise obtained for the turbine-powered transport airplane is not suffi-
cient to preclude provision of an icing protection system, the rise is 
appreciable and of importance in reducing the amount of heat that must 
be drawn from a heat source on the airplane for adequate icing protection. 
METHODS OF PROTECTION AND HEATING REQUIREMENTS 
General Considerations 
After the selection of the operating and meteorological conditions 
for the turbojet transport airplane, the determination of conditions 
resulting in icing, and the determination of the degree of protection 
required for each airplane component have been made, the heat reqUired 
for icing protection may be determined. The determination of these 
heating requirements presents a complex problem in heat transfer from 
the heat source to the air stream. The heating requirements are not 
only dependent upon the meteorological and airplane operating variables 
and the geometry and design characteristics of the various airplane 
components, but also are a function of the method of protection, the 
protection system, and the heat source itself. This discussion will 
consider and evaluate both the heat transfer to the air stream from the 
exposed airplane surface heated to protect against icing and the total 
heat demand on the heat source for various thermal icing protection 
methods and systems as applied to the turbojet transport airplane. 
I 
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Vulnerability of Airplane Components to Icing 
Although all forward-facing surfaces of any aircraft are subject to 
icing, experience, economy, and the mission or purpose of a specific 
airplane will dictate the components for which icing protection must be 
provided. The major components essential to the operation of an air-
craft are the engines, wings, and tail surfaces. Aircraft designed for 
all-weather operation must provide adequate protection for at least these 
components. The windshield and other vital transparencies must be kept 
clear to permit the control and navigation of the aircraft. Additional 
components such as small air scoops, vents, external stores, and so 
forth may demand special consideration. The determination of the pro-
tection requirements for such components is at present based on empir-
ical methods. In addition, the requirements for these components are 
usually small compared with the total airplane icing protection require-
ment. This discussion will, therefore, be concerned only with the pro-
tection of the wing and tail surfaces, the engines, and the windshield. 
The evaluation of the protection needed by each component and the 
proper type of protection to employ is extremely difficult. The criti-
cal components are readily identified, but their susceptibility to icing 
and the impairment of the component operation and airplane performance 
vary not only with each component but also with the icing and operating 
conditions. Performance, economy, and safety limitations must be con-
sidered in the determination of the amount and type of protection 
necessary. In this report a somewhat arbitrary selection of the criter-
ion for protection has been made based primarily on the function of the 
various components. The criterion for the wing and tail surfaces is 
that they must be kept free of ice except for the small amounts that 
form when a cyclic de-icing system is used. The windshield is to be 
kept ice free at all times, although it is not necessary to evaporate all 
the impinging water. This latter criterion is applied also to the vul-
nerable engine components. 
Methods and Systems 
The protection of high -speed, high-altitude, turbojet-powered air-
craft by local heating of the areas subject to icing may be accomplished 
by either continuous heating or cyclical de-icing. In continuous heating, 
the surfaces subject to icing are either raised to a temperature just 
sufficient to maintain the impinging water in a liquid state or are 
supplied sufficient heat to evaporate all the impinging water within a 
specified distance from the leading edge. In cyclical de-icing some ice 
is permitted to form on the surfaces and then is removed periodically 
during short, intense applications of heat. A water film between the 
surfaces and the ice is produced by the heat application and permits ice 
removal by aerodynamic forces . Because the heating is intermittent, 
~-------
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heat is supplied successively t o relatively small surface areas and a 
constant heat load is thus maintained on a heat source. The total heat 
input for cyclical de-icing can be greatly reduced, therefore, from that 
required for continuous heating. 
Because ice formations normally extend over the leading edge and 
onto some of the remaining surface area of a component, removal by aero-
dynamic forces may be slow and erratic. The desirability of a contin-
uously heated parting strip near the leading edge of such a component 
as an airfoil is indicated in references 6 and 7. When such an ice-
free strip is maintained, t he ice for mation is divided into two parts 
and ice removal by aerodynamic forces is facilitated. 
ICing protection systems comprise the heat source and the various 
means by which the heat is distributed and utilized at the vulnerable 
airplane component. Various combinations of systems are available for 
the generation, distribution, and utilization of heat for the different 
protection methods. For the case of anti - icing or continuous heating, 
the most generally used systems are those using hot gas or local surface 
heating by electric heaters. The ordinary hot - gas system consists essen-
tially of a single-pass heat exchanger with the airplane surface acting 
as one side of the heat exchanger. Another type of hot-gas system util-
izes a porous surface through which the hot gas is bled; both the sur-
face and the boundary-layer air are thus heated directly. Sufficient 
information on t his system, however, is not available at present to 
permit determination of the heating requirements. Cyclical de-icing 
systems may employ electric heaters or hot gas as the heating medium. 
Possible heat sources for all the icing protection systems include use 
of heat exchangers, combustion heaters, hot gas bled from the turbojet 
engine, auxiliary power units, and electric generators driven by the 
engines or separate power units. 
The variation in the heat requirement with the meteorological and 
operating conditions will be different for each method and system. For 
example, in a system designed to evaporate all the impinging water , 
changes in the amount of water caught will obviousl y change the heat 
required to vaporize this water load. In contrast, a system which 
merely maintains all the water above freezing will not be sensitive to 
changes in the amount of water caught because the wetting of the sur-
face, not the depth of the water film normal to the surface, is pertin-
ent. The heat requirements for this latter system will be primarily 
dependent on changes in free - stream static air temperature and flight 
speed and their effect on the equilibrium surface temperature. Similar 
considerations apply for each of the operating and meteorological var-
iables as well as the system characteristics in their effect on the 
heat requirements for a particular method and system. Because of the 
numerous possible combinations of methods and systems of icing protection 
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and the complex nature of the heat-transfer relations, it is not possi-
ble to discuss in detail the effects of all the variables on the heat 
requirements. The continuous hot-gas double-skin anti-icing system 
designed to evaporate all the impinging water has been chosen to illus-
trate some of the effects of the system and envionmental variables on 
the heat requirements. This system is currently in wide-spread use and 
is subject to a fairly complete theoretical analysis illustrating most 
of the important thermal effects of interest. 
Continuous Heating of Airfoils 
The use of continuous electrically heated protection systems for 
relatively large areas as exemplified by the leading edges of wing or 
tail surfaces does not appear feasible at this time because of the 
enormous power required and the associated installed weights of adequate 
power-generating equipment. Continuous electric heating for relatively 
small airplane elements such as engine components or windshields does 
appear reasonable, but will be evaluated in the report when icing pro-
tection of these airplane components is considered. 
A typical thermal icing protection system for wing and tail surfaces 
which is being used successfully in several current aircraft is the 
chordwise-flow, hot-gas system illustrated in figure 5. The system 
consists of a spanwise D-shaped supply duct insulated from a double skin 
which forms a number of small chordwise -flow corrugations. Representa-
tive of some current designs, t he dimensions for the chordwise cgannels 
or passages are: depth, 1/8 inch ; width, 1 inch; and spacing, l~inch 
intervals. Hot air or gas is introduced to the chordwise passages from 
the D-shaped supply duct at the airfoil leading edge and flows rearward 
through the shallow heating channels. After leaving the channels, the 
gas passes through lightening holes in the front spar and is subsequently 
dispersed to the air stream, carrying with it the heat not transferred 
to t he airfoil surface. 
In order to simplify the presentation of the heat-transfer relations 
from t he heat source to the air stream and to illustrate some of the 
important relations involved, consideration is first given to the heat 
dissipated from the surface to the air stream with a wing continuously 
heated. A detailed analysis of the heat transfer from the hot gas 
supplied by a D-duct to the wing surface and thence to the air stream 
is presented in appendix E. 
External heat transfer with continuous heating. - The heat transfer 
to the air stream f l'om a surface exposed to icing consists of the 
following terms: (1) sensible heating of the impinging water, (2) heat 
required for the evaporation of the impinging water, (3) convective heat 
transfer, and (4) radiation from the heated surface. The magnitude of 
-I 
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the radiation effects is of minor importance in this analysis and is 
neglected. The equation f or the heat transferred from an exposed 
heated surface in a cloud given in r eference 8 may be written in t he 
following manner: 
v2 
2gJcp 
0.622LK 
~ [G~) -(;~)J} (1) 
The evaporation and convective heat-transfer terms of equation (1) 
are discussed in detail in appendixes C and D, respectively. All 
the terms in equation (1) with the exception of t he heated surface 
temperature ts are known or can be determined independently of the 
icing protection system. In order to determine this heated surface 
temperature and t he corresponding total heat requirement for a particu-
lar protection system, equation (1) must be solved simultaneously with 
other relations describing the heat - transfer processes between t he heat 
source and the exposed surface. 
In order to illustrate some of the relations described by equa-
tion (1) before consideration of a specific icing protection system, 
arbitrary temperatures of the heated surface were assumed for the mean 
wing chord (15.8 feet) of the NACA 651-212 airfoil. The wing was assumed 
to be heated so as to produce a uniform surface temperature for a 
distance sufficient to evaporate all the impinging water. The effects 
of a variation in t his uniform surface temperature on the heat trans -
ferred from the wing and the corresponding heated chordwise distance 
required to evaporate all the impinging water are shown by the solid 
curves of figure 6 for the meteorological condition associated with 
condition 4 and for two flight speeds. Advantages of the smaller heated 
areas and smaller quantities of heat required are obtained by use of the 
higher surface temperatures (dot-dash curves). The minimum value of 
chordwise distance heated (limit of impingement) and heat required occurs 
when all the water is evaporated as it strikes within the impingement 
area. Decreasing the surface temperature level requires an increased 
chordwise distance heated, allowing the unevaporated water from the 
impingement area to run back in rivulets producing a partly wetted 
surface. This partial wetness is represented by the factor K in equa-
tion (1). (Discussion of the wetness factor K and its use are presented 
in appendix C.) As the heated distance is increased and the surface 
temperature level is decreased, a point is finally reached at which all 
of the water is just evaporated; the surface temperature level at this 
point will be 320 F. This situation represents the maximum distance and 
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amount of heat transferred from the surface to the air stream. The 
maximum required heat is 3.9 and 2.7 times the minimum value obtained 
for total evaporation in the impingement area for the 350- and 500-mile 
per-hour conditions, respectively. The requirements for the case in 
which the surface is heated only to a level of 32 0 F for various chord-
wise distances are also indicated in figure 6 (dashed curves). In this 
case only partial evaporation of the impinging water will take place for 
all chordwise distances less than the maximum. This will result in the 
formation of run-back ice beyond the heated areas. As the distance 
heated is increased, the difference in heat transferred from the surface 
for the two means of providing protection by continuous heating (com-
plete evaporation versus surface at 320 F) becomes less with a common 
value finally being reached. The results of figure 6 indicate the 
importance of the surface temperature and the extent of surface h~ated 
in determining the quantity of heat required at the surface for the case 
of complete evaporation. Flight speed is also shown to have a larger 
effect on the required heat for complete evaporation as compared with 
heating all t he surface t o 320 F. Although the results of figure 6 are 
for an ideal case (uniform surface temperature), the relations between 
the requirements at the airfoil surface for the two means of providing 
continuous heating are similar for a system in which the chordwise sur-
face temperatures are nonuniform. 
Total heat requirements with continuous heating. - The quantities 
of heat discussed thus far are diSSipated at the airfoil surface and, 
because no consideration has been given to t he internal heat transfer, 
do not represent the total demand on the heat source. It is necessary, 
therefore, to investigate t he over-all heat-transfer processes from the 
heat source to the air stream for a continuously heated system with hot 
gas as the heating agent. 
Not only does the total heat demand on the source depend on t he 
external heat transfer, but, equally important, the total heat required 
for icing protection depends on the mode of continuous heat application 
and on the structural geometry of the anti-icing system. 
Because of interest in the high-speed, high-altitude icing problem, 
condition 4 was chosen to serve as a basis for evaluating and comparing 
the effects of these variables on the total heating requirements. 
An inlet gas temperature of 3500 F at the inlet to the double skin 
was arbitrarily selected in order not to exceed a temperature limitation 
of 2000 F for an aluminum leading edge and spar structure. 
The results of a typical set of performance calculations for a 
chordwise-flow icing protection system in which all the impinging water 
is evaporated are shown in figure 7. These curves are for the upper 
surface, the mean chord of the wing of the airplane assumed herein 
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operat ing at condition 4, and the heating channel dimensions as pre-
viously stated. Both t he total heat requirement and the heat dissipated 
at t he airfoil surface for several air speeds in addition to the nominal 
airspeed of 500 miles per hour for condition 4 are presented. The values 
of the heat required at t he surface are similar to those of figure 6, 
the differences arise from the nonuniform chordwise surface-temperature 
distribution obtained by using a conventional hot - gas double-skin system. 
The total hea t requirement decreases with increasing heated surface 
distance . This effect is caused by a more efficient utilization of the 
double -skin system as a heat exchanger and becomes more pronounced as 
the flight speed is increased; however, the increase in the total heat 
requirement becomes less as the flight speed is increased. Each curve 
for both the external and total heat requirements increases until a 
heated chordwise distance is reached at which all the water is just 
evaporated and the surface temperature at this point is 32 0 F. Envelope 
curves have been drawn through these points. A comparison of t hese 
envelope curves indicates t hat the efficiency of the double-skin heating 
system, defined as the ratio of external heat transfer to the total heat 
load on the s ource, decreases with increasing air speed to a minimum value 
of about 60 percent at approximately 350 miles per hour, after which 
the system efficiency increases. The results shown in figure 7 indicate 
the importance of considering the total heat requirement rather than the 
heat required at the surface and thus t he importance of the protection 
system in the determination of pr otection requirements. In addition, 
figure 7 indicates that the savings in total heat requirement obtained 
by increasing the heated distance are greatest at the higher flight 
speeds, the normal cruise condition of a turbojet transport. An extremely 
large increase in the total heat demand from a low-speed condition 
(200 mph) to the high speeds characteristic of a turbojet transport is 
also indicated. Similar results were obtained at the other combinations 
of operating and meteorological conditions presented in table I. 
The requirements presented i n f igures 6 and 7 are given in terms of 
heat quantities in Btu per hour per foot span. For a hot - gas system it 
is usually more significant t o know t he quantity of hot gas required. 
The required weight flows of hot gas with an inlet gas temperature to 
the double-skin system of 3500 F are presented in figure 8 as a function 
of the heated distance for two conditions of table I. The results in 
general are similar to those of f igure 7; namely, the weight flow or 
total heating requirements are reduced as the chordwise heated area is 
increased. For the cruise condition (fig. 8 (a)) the minimum weight flow 
of hot gas for complete evaporation is 9 . 2 pounds per hour per passage 
as compared with 23.5 pounds per hour per passage at condition 2 
(fig. 8 (b)). The required heated length at condition 4 (4.9 percent 
chord, fig. Sea)) is approximately one fourth of that required at condi-
tion 2. If t he hot - gas weight flow is reduced below the minimum values 
required for complete evaporation, the skin temperature will drop below 
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320 F in the wetted region and run-back icing will result. Exact know-
ledge of the effect of such run back and refreezing of water on the air-
plane performance is not available at present. If small amounts of run-
back ice are tolerable, however, it is possible to obtain an estimate of 
the savings in hot-gas weight flow that would result. For this purpose 
additional curves are given in figure S for the condition in which less 
than 100 percent evaporation is obtained. Thus, for condition 2 
(fig. S(b)) with a heated length of 10 percent chord, the required weight 
flow is reduced nearly 25 percent if only SO percent of the impinging 
water need be evaporated. For the ·three percentages of water evapora-
tion shown in figure S, the line indicating skin temperature of 320 F 
shows the reduction in chordwise ice-free area accompanying the reduced 
evaporation percentage. If the weight flow is reduced slightly below 
9.2 pounds per hour per passage in figure S(a), run-back icing will 
occur aft of about 5 percent x/C; whereas, if only 80 percent of the 
impinging water is evaporated, run-back icing Will occur aft of the 
3 percent x/C station. 
The effects of independent variations in the wing double-skin geom-
etry and the inlet gas temperature on the minimum protection require-
ments for complete evaporation are shown in figure 9. These results 
are given in terms of a mean condition (condition 4) With a gas tempera-
ture of 3500 F and liS-inch double-skin gap size. These results show 
that the required hot-gas flow rate can be decreased by (1) decreasing 
the gap size, or (2) increasing the inlet gas temperature. Similarly, 
the heated extent (in percent of chord) can be reduced by an increase 
in inlet gas temperature or by a decrease in gap size. For the range 
of these variables of interest, the inlet gas temperature has the 
greatest effect on the required weight flow. Any increase in the inter-
nal heat-transfer rate will result in considerable reduction in the 
heat requirement; the variations in gap size and gas temperature will 
be necessarily limited by practical design considerations. 
The effects of independent variations in the flight speed and icing 
condition from those assumed for condition 4 on the requirements for a 
hot-gas protection system are shown in figure 10 and can be summarized 
as follows: The weight flow of hot gas required is decreased by either 
(1) a decrease in cloud liquid-water content, (2) an increase in free-
stream static air temperature, or (3) a decrease in flight speed. In 
addition, the required heated extent (percent chord) can be reduced by a 
decrease in cloud liquid-water content or flight speed or by an increase 
in the free-stream static air temperature. The large effect on the pro-
tection requirements of the liqUid-water content in contrast to the 
small variation with free-stream static air temperature is typical of a 
system designed to evaporate all the impinging water. Changes in flight 
speed as had previously been shown in figure 7 also greatly affect the 
protection requirements . Extrapolation of the required weight-flow 
curve as a function of flight speed indicates a maximum value occurring 
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at approximately 750 miles per hour . At this speed t he unheated equil-
ibrium surface temperature is still below 32 0 F and icing protection 
will t herefore still be required. 
The results of figures 9 and 10 indicate the significance and 
accuracy of pr otection requirements computed for a specific design. If 
the heated length for condition 2 is limited to 10 percent chord, the 
increase in t he required hot - gas weight flow amounts to 13 percent more 
than the weight flow when the airfoil is heated to 20 percent chord . 
The accuracy with which t he meteorological and operating conditions are 
known is even more important t o the calculation of heat loads; under 
cer tain conditions a variation of the l iquid -water content of only 
0 .05 gram per cubic meter could result in a 40 -percent change in the 
total heating requirement. Careful consideration should therefore be 
given t o t he performance and requirements of the protection system when 
operating in an off-design condition . 
The protection requirements for each of t he f our design conditi ons 
of table I were computed f or the entire wing of the turbojet transport 
with t he use of a hot - gas double - skin anti - icing system and an inlet 
gas temperature of 3500 F. Because of weight and structural considera-
tions, the chordwise heated airfoil length was arbitrarily limited to 
10 percent chord. Condition 1 provided results which were not critical 
a nd are therefore omitted throughout t he remainder of t he report . A 
summary of t he results for conditions 2, 3, and 4 is presented in the 
f ollowing table: 
Condition Wing continuous hot - gas requirements 
for NACA 651 - 212 airfoil section 
2 
3 
4 
(Btu/hr) 
4,600,000 
1,570,000 
1,680,000 
The maximum continuous wing heating requirement for complete evap -
oration of t he intercepted water occurs at condition 2 because of t he 
choice of flight and meteorological variables . 
Cyclical De - ic i ng of Airfoils 
The heating requ i r ements for cyclic de - icing are much lower than 
for ice prevention because of the different thermal processes involved 
and the difference in performanc e criterion ; that is, the removal of 
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the ice is of primary importance rather than maintaining a specified 
surface temperature or evaporating all the impinging water. The analyti-
cal determination of heat requirements for the cyclic de-icing process 
is particularly difficult because of t he transient phenomena involved 
and t he lack of knowledge relating the heat transfer and ice-removal 
forces. An analytical study of the problem, which employed an electric 
network analyzer and was primarily for propellers, is given in refer-
ence 9. Experimental investigations are reported in references 6, 7, 
10, 11, and in a classified report by J. L. Orr of the National Aero-
nautical Establishment of Canada. The cyclic requirements presented 
herein are based on preliminary results from an experimental investi-
gat ion (reference 7) of a typical cyclic electric de-icing system for 
an airfoil in the icing research tunnel of the Lewis laboratory. 
The factors to be considered in the design of a cyclic de-icing 
system for any component are: (1) the heat or power density supplied to 
the cyclically heated areas, (2) the distribution of the power, (3) the 
extent of the cyclic area, (4 ) the extent and power density of contin-
uously heated areas, and (5) the duration of t he heat-on and heat-off 
periods. Experimental results indicate that the cyclic power densities 
are greater t han t hose for continuous heating a nd are primarily a func-
tion of the equilibrium surface temperature during the heat-off period 
and the heat-on time; the cyclic power density required decreased 
linearly with increasing equilibrium temperature. A nonlinear inverse 
relation between cyclic power density and heat- on time was obtained with 
a sharp increase in power required for heating times of less than 
10 seconds. Good removal was obtained over a range of heat-on times 
from 5 to 30 seconds with the most efficient removal occurring at the 
shorter heat-on periods; shorter heat-on periods also minimized the 
amount of run-back ice formations downstream of the heated area. 
Although large instantaneous power densities are required for the short 
heat-on periods, the equivalent continuous power or total energy require-
ment (the instantaneous power density times the ratio of heat-on to 
total cycle time) is greatly reduced f or short heat-on periods compared 
with long heating periods with lower instaneous power densities. Heat-
off periods from 2 to 6 minutes were found to be satisfactory for an 
air speed of 175 miles per hour, free-stream static air temperatures 
from _15 0 to +150 F, and water contents from 0.25 to 1.0 gram per cubic 
meter. Best results were obtained with an essentially uniform distri-
bution of power in the impingement region with the power density decreas-
ing linearly aft of the impingement zone . The exact c ombination of power 
denSity, heat-on, and heat-off time for a specific design will depend 
upon practical considerations such as generator characteristics, heater 
construction, and the electric circuiting and control systems. 
For efficient and consistent de-icing it was necessary to use a 
narrow spanwise continuously heated strip at the leading edge of the 
airfoil (reference 7). A strip as small as 1/2 inch wide proved 
successful at a constant angle of attack; however, larger areas are 
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necessary to provide for operation over a range of angles of attack. 
For the turbojet-powered aircraft considered herein, a continuously 
heated parting strip of l~ inches was chosen to include the required 
4 
range of angles of attack. Continuously heated strips in a chordwise 
direction between separately cycled areas also facilitate removal by 
reducing the possibility of the ice anchoring to adjacent unheated sur-
faces. The power densities required for the continuously heated areas 
were found to be approximately equal to those computed for a condition 
of the surface maintained slightly above the freezing temperature. 
As an example of the local cyclic heating requirements, the follow-
ing table presents the estimated requirements for the NACA 651-212 
airfoil with a mean chord of 15.8 feet, a span of 158 feet, and a 
1:13 ratio of heat-on time to total cycle time: 
Condition Cyclic Total Heat- Heat- Width of Contin-
power cycled on off contin- uous 
density area time time uously power 
(w/sq in.) (percent (sec) (min) heated density 
chord) parting to 
strip parting 
(in. ) s trip 
(w/sq in .) 
2 15 10 10 2 l~ 4 8 
3 20 10 20 4 l~ 4 9 
4 21 10 20 4 l~ 4 11 
The cycle ratio was chosen constant to permit a single circuiting and 
control design. In addition, the resultant heat-on and heat-off times 
avoided excessive power densities at the high-altitude conditions and 
also provided a longer period at these conditions of low liqUid-water 
content, thereby allowing sufficient ice to form to insure good removal . 
Summarizing the electrical requirements for the assumed wing yields 
the following results: 
Condition Wing cyclic electrical 
requirement (total) 
(kw) (Btu/hr) 
2 55.2 188 , 000 
3 69.5 237,000 
4 77 .0 262,000 
-- - --- -- -
, 
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The maximum heating re~uirements for wing cyclic electric de-icing occur 
at condition 4 rather than condition 2) for which the continuous hot-gas 
heating re~uirements are a maximum. The change in t he condition for 
maximum heating re~uired is caused by the f act that the cyclical de-icing 
system heating re~uirements are primarily dependent on the e~uilibrium 
surface temperature) whereas the continuous hot - gas protection system 
is principally a function of the rate of water-droplet interception. 
Although the cyclic de-icing heat i ng re~uirements presented in the 
preceding table are based on an electrical system) a s i milar method of 
protection is possible with hot gas. Preliminary results from refer-
ence 6 indicate that the heating re~uirements for icing protection with 
a cyclic hot - gas system may be only one fourth to one sixth of those 
for continuous gas heating. I n order that the large reduction i n heat-
ing re~uirements (Btu/hr) can be realized from a cyclical de-icing sys-
tem) such a system must be capable of rapid heating of the ice -coated 
surfaces; conse~uently) the thermal lags in the system must be maintained 
at a minimum) as shown in reference 6. 
The feasibility of the use of a cyclic de - icing protection system 
for any component will not be s olely dependent upon the consideration 
of heating re~uirement) but also upon the allowable icing tolerance of 
t he particular component. Tolerable icing criteria will differ for each 
component and each flight condition. Pressure recovery may be the prim-
ary concern in a consideration of cyclic protection of engine components) 
whereas drag or lift considerations determine the usefulness of cyclic 
de-icing for wings. A ~uantitative appraisal of the drag and lift 
effects of ice accumulations during a cyclic de - icing process is diffi-
cult at present because of the limited amount of available data; there-
fore) a complete appraisal of cyclic de - icing protection for aircraft 
components cannot be made. 
The design and operation re~uirements of a continuous hot - gas or 
cyclic electrical system for the tail surfaces of the turbojet transport 
airplane were found to exhibit the same general characteristics as those 
previously outlined for the wing. With either protection system) the 
total heating re~uirements for the tail are considerably reduced from 
comparable wing results in approximate proportion to the respective 
protected spans. 
Turbojet-Engine Icing Protection 
Of particular concern in providing ade~uate thermal lClng protection 
for any aircraft is the protection of the propulsion system. The turbo-
jet engine is known to be extremely susceptible to inlet icing and its 
operation is ~uickly and severely affected in a heavy icing condition . 
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A sketch of the inlet components of a typical axial-flow turbojet engine 
is presented in figure 11 with the most critical elements requiring 
icing protection indicated. Ice will collect on the inlet lips and on 
internal engine elements such as the accessory housing, island fairings, 
isla.nds, screens, and c ompressor - inlet guide vanes. Ice accumulations 
have also been observed in the first stages of stator blades, but in 
most instances to date its presence in this regi on has not been s igni-
ficantly detrimental . 
The problem of selection and design of thermal icing protection 
systems for the engine inlet is similar to that for the airplane wing 
inasmuch as the same heat - transfer processes are involved. Thus, icing 
protection for the engine can be accomplished by a suitable adaptation 
of either the hot-gas or electrical heating systems, continuously or 
cyclically operated. 
Hot - gas bleedback . - Icing protection of turbojet engines may be 
obtained by addition of heat to the entire mass of air passing through 
the inlet ; the inlet air and subcooled water dr oplet temperatures are 
thereby raised above freezing. When sufficient amounts of high-pressure, 
high- temperature gas are injected into the air stream at the inlet, the 
engine and most components in the inlet duct are afforded icing pr o-
tection in one operation. A major disadvantage of this type of icing 
protection is that its operation imposes a severe penalty on engine 
performance . Accordingly , this discussion is limited to treatment of 
the hot - gas and electrical s ystems directly heating the exposed sur-
faces of the engine inlet components. 
Local surface heating. - In the discussion of icing protecti on for 
airplane wings, it was shown that the heating requirements are partly 
a function of the heat density per unit area and the extent of chord-
wise heated area . For airplane wings, however, the impingement is 
generally limited to a small leading- edge region and the heated area 
extends only to 10 percent chord; whereas, for engine components such 
as screens, guide vanes, bearing struts, and island fairings, the area 
wetted by direct impingement of cloud droplets constitutes a major per-
centage of the entire surface . Calculations indicate that for cases in 
which the wetted area is large compared with the total component area, 
the most economical thermal -protection means is either by maintenance 
of the surface at 32 0 F by continuous heating or by cyclical de-icing. 
The energy requir ement for engine components, consequently, is primarily 
a function of the equilibrium surface temperature. The requirement 
increases with decreasing equilibrium temperature. Although desirable, 
a uniform heated surface temperature at 32 0 F over the entire surface of 
a component is not easily obtained because of structural considerations 
and the inability to apply selectively the required heat to the entire 
surfac e without undue installation pr oblems. 
- -- - --
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The amount of heat required to protect inlet screens against icing 
has been found to be extremely high in comparison with that of other 
inlet components, and, in addition, the practical problems involved in 
applying heat to the screen are formidable. For these reasons, it is 
assumed that inlet screens will be retracted during flight through icing 
conditions; consequently, protection requirements for screens are omit-
ted from the present analysis. 
In the absence of compressor-inlet screens, guide vanes constitute 
the greatest icing hazard to satisfactory engine operation; consequently, 
the heating requirements for a turbojet engine can be illustrated 
adequately by an analysis of the icing protection afforded to guide 
vanes for various methods of heating. 
Analysis of heat requirements for engine icing protection at con-
ditions 1 to 4 indicate that the peak heat load occurs at condition 3. 
A comparison of total heating requirements from a heat source necessary 
to protect a typical set of engine inlet guide vanes by cyclic electric, 
continuous electric, and continuous hot-gas systems is presented for 
condition 3 in the f ollowing table. The set of guide vanes consists of 
28 vanes, each of 5-inch span and 2~-inch chord. 
Type of protection 
Typicala cyclic elec-
trical 
Continuous electrical 
Ideal (ts = 32 0 F) 
Typical 
Continuous hot gas 
Typical vane with 
insert 
Typical hollow vane 
Total heating 
(Btu/hr) 
5,230 
16,250 
23,400 
106,000 
200,000 
requirements 
(kw) 
1.53 
4.75 
6.84 
~ypical indicates surface temperatures based on 
experimental data. 
From the preceding tabulated results, the cyclic electrical requirement 
is about 22 percent of that for continuous electrical protection, 
1.53 kilowatts as compared with 6.84 kilowatts, respectively, The savings 
---- ---------------
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in heat indicated for cyclic oper ation at this f light condition are 
representative of results obtained at the other conditions assumed in 
this anal ys is . Comparison between the heat reQuired by a typical con-
tinuous electr ical s ystem with that of an ideal system which would main -
tain the surface temperatures at all points on the guide vanes exactly 
at 32 0 F indicates that considerable savings in heat can be attained 
with a good design. The preceding table also presents the heat reQuire -
ments with continuous hot - gas heating for a fully hollow vane and for a 
guide vane containing an insert to improve heat - transfer efficiency . 
By means of inserts placed in the guide vanes , the heat required is 
decreased from 200,000 Btu per hour to 106,000 Btu per hour, a reduction 
of 47 percent. Guide vanes with inserts, therefore, have been assumed 
in the remainder of this analysis. 
The calculations of the heating requirements for iCing protection of 
island fairings, islands or bearing struts, and the accessory housing were 
based on directing the flow of hot gas through 1/8- inch annular passages 
adjacent to the outer skin and were made in a manner similar to the wing. 
A study was made to determi ne (1) the gain in efficiency of the 
continuous hot-gas system which may be realized by circulating the hot 
gas through two or more of the engi ne inlet components in series, as 
opposed t o heating all the eomponents separately or . in parallel, and 
(2) the advantage gained by utilizing a higher inlet gas temperature to 
the component, per miss i ble if proper materials are utilized . The study 
was confined to the inlet guide vanes and island fairings which together 
account f or most of the total heat l oad reQuired b y the engine inlet . 
Results of this study are given in the foll owing table for condition 3: 
Type of pr otection Heating requirement for inlet guide vanes 
and island fair ings ( one turbojet engine ) 
I nlet gas t emperature Inlet gas tempera-
3500 F ture, 5000 F 
(Btu/hr) Gas weight fl ow (Btu/hr) Gas we ight 
(lb/hr ) flow 
(lb /hr ) 
Parallel heating 181,000 2150 147,000 1250 
Series heating 113,000 1350 108,000 900 
At an inlet gas temperature of 3500 F, the total hot - gas weight flow 
required can be reduced b y 34 percent if the components are heated in 
s eries . If the inlet gas temperature can be raised from 3500 to 5000 F 
- -- -~- --- ----
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and series heating is utilized, a maximum weight-flow reduction of more 
than 50 percent is obtained. The reduction in heat required for icing 
protection caused by an increase in hot-gas temperature is somewhat less 
than the savings in weight flow. 
A comparison of the total heat required for icing protection of all 
components within the engine inlet with a continuous electrical and 
with a continuous hot-gas system at the assumed flight conditions 2 to 4 
is presented in the following table: 
Condition Engine requirement, Engine requirement, 
continuous electrical continuous hot gas 
(kw) (Btu/hr) (Btu/hr) 
2 8 . 5 29,000 140,000 
3 12.7 43,400 229,000 
4 10.7 36,600 176,000 
For the preceding tabulated requirements, the hot-gas system was assumed 
to have an inlet gas temperature of 3500 F and parallel heating of all 
components in the engine inlet . The peak heat load is reached at con-
dition 3 and is 229,000 Btu per hour for the hot-gas system and 
43,400 Btu per hour with the electrical system. The final selection of 
the heating system to be employed must, of course, take into account 
numerous practical considerations as well as system efficiency . 
Windshield Icing Protection 
A study was made of the icing protection requirements for a wind-
shield commensurate with the assumed turbojet transport airplane . The 
windshield assumed in this analysis was a V-type configuration, and 
icing pr otection is to be accomplished by maintaining windshield sur-
face temperatures above 320 F by continuous heating. Based on the 
information available in reference 12, the required heat flow from the 
surface for the operating and icing conditions of table I is a maximum 
of approximately 3200 Btu per hour per square foot at condition 4. The 
total source hea.ting requirement for condition 4 was determined to be 
approximately 10 kilowatts for an electrical protection system and 
about 200,000 Btu per hour with hot gas. On a heat-requirement basis,. 
windshield protection by electrical means appears more favorable because 
hot -gas or glass temperature limitations result in high required gas-
flow rates; however, fabrication considerations may make the use of hot-
gas protection more desirable. 
~---~-j 
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Summary of Airplane Heating Requirements 
Methods and operation of typical thermal icing protection systems 
for several aircraft components and the corr~sponding heating require-
ments have been analyzed and discussed. In order to summarize and com-
pare these systems and component heating requirements for the turbo-
jet transport operating over a probable and typical range of icing con-
ditions, the total and component heating requirements for two thermal 
methods of icing protection are presented in figure 12. The values 
indicated in this figure were calculated for the turbojet transport 
previously illustrated and discussed and for three of the four icing 
conditions presented in table I; condition 1 was found npt to be criti-
cal and the heating requirements for this condition are omitted. All 
the hot-gas requirements illustrated are for continuous heating, with 
the wing and tail requirements computed for a typical double-skin 
chordwise-flow system designed to evaporate all the intercepted water 
by 10 percent chord. The engine components and windshield re~uirements 
are based on maintaining the minimum surface temperatures just above 
freezing and independent heating of each engine element. The electrical 
re~uirements of figure 12 are based on an estimate of the performance 
of a cyclic de-icing system for wing, tail, and compressor-inlet guide 
vanes, and continuous electric heating of the remaining engine compon-
ents and windshield. 
In all conditions investigated, the total airplane heating re~uire­
ment in Btu per hour with a cyclic electrical system of protection is 
considerably less than for continuous hot-gas protection, varying from 
a minimum of about 5 percent of the hot-gas re~uirement at condition 2 
to a maximum of about 14 percent at condition 4. The maximum electrical 
re~uirement occurs at condition 4 and is approximately 490,000 Btu per 
hour or 143 kilowatts. The c.ontinuous hot-gas re~uirement varies from 
a maximum of about 7,500,000 Btu per hour at condition 2 to a minimum 
of about 3,400,000 Btu per hour at condition 3. The continuous hot-gas 
requirement for the high-speed cruising condition 4 is about e~ual to 
that obtained at climb condition 3; the decrease in cloud liquid-water 
content with altitude almost compensated for the increased speed. A 
reduction of the heat load required for the wings and.tail surfaces by 
a factor of one fourth to one sixth obtained by use of a gas cyclic 
de-icing . system would r educe the total hot-gas re~uirement by approxi-
mately 70 to 80 percent. From figure 12 it is evident that the wing 
and tail re~uirements for ade~uate thermal icing protection with a 
cyclic-electric or continuous hot-gas system represent the major por-
tion of the total airplane requirement. 
In order to attach significance to these total heating re~uirements 
for the turbojet transport airplane, the following section of this 
report evaluates the effects on airplane performance of adequate pro-
tection. 
I 
I 
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SOURCES OF ENERGY AND AIRPLANE PERFORMANCE 
Sources of Energy 
The necessity of a considerable source of heat to operate the 
icing protection system is evident from the large heating requirements 
of the turbojet-powered airplane. An obvious source of this energy is 
the turbojet engine. Figure 13 illustrates schematically the means by 
which energy can be removed from the turbojet engine. 
Power may be extracted from the shaft of the engine to drive an 
electric generator and operate a continuous or cyclic electrical icing 
protection system. Air may be bled from the compressor outlet, which 
provides a source of high-pressure air at the desired temperature. 
Hot gas may also be bled from the turbine inlet or the tail pipe of the 
engine. These gases are normally available at higher temperatures than 
those usable directly in a conventional hot -gas system (3500 F) and 
consequently must be mixed with sufficient cooling air to reduce the 
temperature to the allowable limit. Mixing may be accomplished by 
means of a jet pump or ejector, thus resulting in a slightly heavier 
and more complex system than in the case of compressor bleed. Turbine-
inlet and tail-pipe bleed sources also have the disadvantage that the 
gas contains products of combustion and may present clogging and 
corrosion problems in the distribution system. The tail-pipe heat 
exchanger is a source of limited amounts of heat energy; however, the 
length of heat exchanger required and the resultant pressure drop cause 
this source of energy to appear less favorable for the quantities of 
energy indicated in figure 12. 
All methods of extracting energy from the turbojet engine have the 
advantage that the energy source is readily available with a minimum 
weight penalty to the airplane. These s ources do, however, reduce 
the maximum thrust that can be obtained from the engine and increase 
the fuel consumption. 
In addition to the use of a turbojet engine as an energy source, 
auxiliary sources of energy such as combustion heaters and small gas-
turbine auxiliary power units may be used . The two most attractive 
of the auxiliary power units generally available appear to be (1) a 
unit in which the exhaust gases from an auxiliary power unit are mixed 
with cooling air and used t o operate a hot-gas system or (2) a unit 
which drives electric generators. All auxiliary sources of energy 
have the advantage that they may be operated at full capacity without 
affecting the performance of the turbojet engine . Their operation does, 
however, affect the total drag of the airplane since a momentum drag 
loss is incurred by taking in the air which operates the auxiliary 
systems. The use of such ~nits also penalizes airplane performance by 
virtue of additional weight and fuel consumption. 
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Airplane Climb Performance 
The extraction of energy from a turbojet engine results in a reduc-
tion in the maximum thrust available from the engine and, conse~uently, 
a reduction in rate of climb. The performance characteristics of a 
turbojet engine operating with various methods of heat extraction were 
obtained from references 13 t o 15 . The following table presents the 
total losses in rate of climb incurred through use of the various heat 
sources at the climb condition 2. 
Source of energy 
Compressor bleed 
Turbine - inlet or tail -pipe bleed 
Hot-gas combustion heater or 
auxiliary power unit 
Electric shaft power or auxiliar y 
power unit 
Decrease in climbing rate 
(percent) 
44 
13 
6 
1/2 
Losses in rate of climb due t o extraction of energy from the engine by 
an icing protection system are most severe when hot gas is bled from the 
engine compressor and almost negligible with electric shaft power. Cal-
culations indicate that the penalty imposed on rate of climb from 
compressor-bleed air becomes less as ·the engine compressor ratio is 
increased. An engine with a pressure ratio of 10, for example, would 
provide compress.or-bleed air with a decrease in climbing rate of about 
30 percent. The increase in fuel consumption resulting from the use of 
a protection system during climb is of secondary interest compared with 
the decrease in climbing rate due to the short period of time in whic h 
it is likely to encounter icing during a climb. 
Airplane Cruise Performance 
During cruise the engines are normally operated at less than maximum 
power, and flight speed can be maintained constant by increasing the fuel 
flow while the icing protection s ystem is in operation. This .increase 
in fuel flow, together with the installed weight of the protection e~uip­
ment, reduces the allowable pay load. Figure 14 presents the decrease 
in pay load as a function of the percent of flight time during which the 
icing protection system is in operation. The ordinate intercept is a 
measure of the installed weight of the equipment and the slope is propor-
tional to the additional fuel burned . From consideration of the pay 
load, the weight of the equipment is of particular importance if the s ys -
tem is to be operated for only a short period of time. For very short 
anticipated icing encounters, a system such as compressor bleed appears 
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most favorable. For longer anticipated icing times the fuel flow 
becomes more important and a hot-gas system operated with tail-pipe 
bleed or an electrical s ystem operated from shaft power become more 
attractive. The average length of an icing encounter may be quite 
small, in order of 1 or 2 percent of the total flight time. The auxil-
iary power units presented on figure 14 are too heavy to make them rela-
tively attractive from the pay-load standpoint. However, if a certain 
amount of auxiliary eqUipment is needed for purposes other than icing 
protection, a portion of their weight may be otherwise chargeable. 
Airplane Descent Performance 
During climb and cruise the turbojet engines are operated at rela-
tively high power levels; however, during the descent portion of the 
flight, it will be necessary to operate engines at much lower power 
levels in order that the placard dive speed of the airplane will not 
be exceeded. Therefore, the availability of energy from the turbojet 
engine during descent is considerably lower than in either climb or 
cruise. An electrical s ystem operating with shaft power could provide 
adequate protection during descent provided the generators were designed 
to operate over a wide range of engine speeds. Also, turbine-inlet and 
tail-pipe bleed temperatures are sufficient to provide protection even 
at low engine speeds. Compressor-outlet temperatures are so low that 
protection of the complete airplane during descent by means of compres-
sor bleed air is doubtful; however, suffic ient energy may be available 
to prevent serious engine icing. Furthermore, it should be possible 
at any time during descent t o level out for a s hort period of time , 
increase the engine power, and shed the ice formations. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Icing protection will be reQuired for a typical high-speed, high-
altitude turbojet transport airplane operating over a probable range of 
icing conditions because aerodynamic heating is not sufficient to raise 
the temperature of an unheated surface above the freezing level. 
Icing pr otection for the turbojet airplane may be accomplished by 
conventional hot-gas systems, although the heating requirements and 
performance penalties are considerably increased from those now associa-
ted with lower-speed aircraft. Provision for this increased heat demand 
necessitates a critical study of its effect on the performance of the 
turbojet airplane, an airplane the operating criteria of which are 
restricted even in ideal flight conditions. 
The maximum continuous hot-gas reQuirement for the turbojet 
transport occurred near 15,000 feet and is approximately 7,500,000 Btu 
per hour, with wing and tail protection comprising over 90 percent of 
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this total. The airplane protection requirement can be reduced to a 
maximum of approximately 490,000 Btu per hour or 143 kilowatts by using 
a cyclic electrical de-icing system . 
The problem of providing for the maximum c ontinuous hot - gas require-
ment of 7,500,000 Btu per hour is minimized by employing the turbojet 
engine as the heat source. This large heat requirement represents 
approximately a 10-percent bleed of the engine air flow, assuming a 
3500 F initial gas temperature to the protection system. Use of a gas 
cyclic de - icing system should reduce these requirements by approximately 
70 to 80 percent. 
The airplane performance penalties chargeable to providing icing 
protection vary considerably with the energy source employed. The pro-
per selection of a heat source for an aircraft icing protection system 
depends on several considerations such as effect on rate of climb and 
on pay load, amount of time expected t o be in icing, and practical design 
limitations . On the basis of this investigation a continuous hot - gas 
system with compressor -discharge air appears the most attractive for 
short icing encounters if the high penalty on thrust or rate of climb 
can be tolerated. By utilizing a gas cyclic de -icing system, the climb 
and thrust penalties can be reduced considerably. For longer icing 
times, a cyclic electrical de - icing or a continuous hot-gas s ystem with 
turbine-inlet or tail-pipe gas appears more feasible . 
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Cleveland, Ohio, June 25, 1952 
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APPENDIX A 
SYMBOLS 
a distance measured spanwise between center line of adjacent 
heating channels in a typical double-skin icing protection 
s ystem (fig. 8(a)), in. 
b spanwise width of one chordwise-flow heating channel (fig. 8(a)), 
c 
D 
e 
g 
h 
J 
K 
k 
L 
in. 
airfoil chord length , ft 
specific heat of air at constant pressure, 0 . 24 Btu/(lb)(~) 
diameter of leading- edge equivalent cylinder, ft 
hydraulic diameter of chordwise-flow heating channel, equal t o 
four times the cross - sectional area of flow divided by the 
wetted perimeter, ft 
collection efficiency of airfoil, percent 
va.por pressure of saturated air, in . Hg 
acceleration due to gravity , 32 . 2 ft/sec 2 
height of chordwise-flow heating channel (fig. 8 (a)), in. 
dry-air external convective heat-transfer coefficient, 
Btu/(hr)(sq ft )(OF) 
internal convective heat - transfer coefficient, Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(~) 
mecha.nical equivalent of heat, 778 ft - lb/Btu 
surface area wetted, percent 
thermal conductivity of air, Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(~)/ft 
latent heat of vaporization of water, Btu/lb 
weight rate of water droplet impingement per unit of surface 
area, lb/(hr)(sq ft) 
weight rate of water evaporated from surface per unit of surface 
area wetted, lb/(hr)(sq ft) 
n exponent of Prandtl number: 1/2 for laminar flow; 1/3 for tur-
bulent flow 
28 
Pr 
p 
~ 
Red 
Res 
s 
t 
T or t 
U 
V 
W 
w 
x 
y 
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Prandtl number, 3600cp~/k, dimensionless 
pressure, in. Hg 
unit rate of heat flow, Btu/(hr)(s~ ft) 
Reynolds number, VDY/~, based on diameter of e~uivalent cylin-
der and free-stream c onditions, dimensionless 
Reynolds number, Usy/~, based on surface distance and local sur -
face conditions, dimensionless 
distance measured chordwise along airfoil surface f r om stagna-
tion point, ft 
temperature, ~ 
arithmetic average of inlet and outlet temperature, ~ or ~ 
local velocity just outside boundary layer, ft/sec 
free-stream velocity , ft/sec 
weight flow of gas, lb/hr 
weight flow of gas per unit cross -sectional area, lb/(hr)(s~ ft) 
distance measured chordwise along airfoil chord line from 
leading edge, ft 
specific weight of air, lb/cu ft 
viscosity of air, lb/(sec)(ft) 
Subscripts: 
e evaporative heat transfer 
g heated gas 
i inlet or initial 
s conditions at airfoil surface 
o free-stream c onditions 
1 c onditions at outer edge of boundary layer 
0 ___ 0_- ___ - --__ 
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Superscripts: 
wet-air equilibrium 
t t dry-air equilibrium 
I 
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APPENDIX B 
EQUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURE OF A SURFACE 
The equilibrium temperature of a surface in an air stream can be 
determined for any condition by the solution of an appropriate heat 
balance (reference 16). The equilibrium temperature is the tempera-
ture a surface not artificall~ heated would assume in a steady-state 
condition. In a wet -air stream or cloud, an equilibrium surface temper-
ature equal to at least 32 0 F (and with no ice considered to have 
formed) precludes the need for artificial heating. The appropriate heat 
balance for this limiting condition, with a fully wetted surface assumed) 
can be written as 
or 
heat gain to surface = heat loss from surface 
[
frictional heating 
boundary layer 
in] [cOnVersion of the ] 
+ kinetic energy of = 
the droplets to heat 
L
evaporativeJ [sensible heating] 
heat + of impinging 
transfer water 
M V2 a 
+--2gJ 
[
cOnvectiVe] 
heat + 
transfer 
With the assumption that the flow process from the free stream t o 
the surface is isentropic and that no change of phase in the air which 
is initially saturated and remains so throughout the boundary layer, 
occurs, then, from reference 18, 
and 
r-.. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - -
I 
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The equilibrium surface temperature in an air stream containing liquid 
water t' from equation (Bl) then becomes 
s 
V2 ~ _ (~)2 (1 - Prn ) + (::)cp] O.622L [G~) 
t' 
2gJcE cp 
s to + 
[1 (::)] + 
and the solution for the mlnlmum flight speed, that is, V for 
equal to 32 0 F (and no ice), is 
2gJcp + O.622L 
cp 
(;~) ] 
t' s 
(B2) 
(B3) 
Because es is the saturation vapor pressure at t s' and Ma J hc' U, 
and Pl are functions of body geometry and flight speed V, equa-
tions (B2) and (B3) are solved by trial and error. The importance of 
and complexity in determining the rate of water droplet impingement Ma 
and the convective and evaporative heat - transfer terms (see equa-
tion (Bl)) warrant separate and detailed discussion in the section Water 
droplet i mpingement and in appendixes C and D. 
In a dry air stream (no liquid water), equation (B2) for the equil-
ibrium surface temperature reduces to 
where t s' is defined as the equilibrium surface temperature in dry air. 
Solving f or the minimum flight speed V for t" equal to 32 0 F 
s 
results in 
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APPENDIX C 
EVAPORATIVE HEAT TRANSFER 
The t otal amount of water evapor ated from a surface in an air 
stream containing liquid water is equal to the pr oduct of a mass trans -
fer coefficient for water vapor and t he vapor pressure difference across 
the thermal ooundary layer . The total water evaporated has two compon-
ents, the evaporation due to kinetic heating and that due to aritificial 
heating. The expression for the t otal water evaporated from a fully 
wetted surface can be simpl y derived from reference 17 to give 
(Cl) 
I f no phase change is assumed in the air which is initially saturated, 
then equation (Cl) becomes 
O. 622h 
c [(;~) -(;~)J 
Siqce the rate of heat transfer per unit area due to evaporation is 
given as 
then 
q = O. 622Lhc rl(e s,\ _ (eo)~ 
e cp ~ Pi) Po 'J 
(C2) 
(C3) 
These evaporation relations apply only to a fully wetted ice-free sur-
face. If the surface is only partly wet, such as downstream of direct 
impingement of the water droplets (see reference 8), the reduced area 
from which evaporation occurs must be considered. Similar considera-
tion should oe given evaporation terms in t he calculation of t he equi-
librium surface temperature for a partly wetted surface (see appendix B). 
Because an exact description of the evaporation process from a partly 
wetted surface is lacking, the expressions for evaporative heat transfer, 
equations (Cl), (C2), and (C3), are modified by a factor K, the percent-
age of the surface area which is actually wetted. Limited experimental 
evidence (references 8 and 18) indicates that K decreases sharpl y from 
a value of unity near the limit of impingement to a mean value of approx-
imately 25 percent 1 inch downstream of the impingement limit and 
decreases slowly thereafter. These investigations (references 8 and 18 ) 
also indicate that this use of K to determine the evaporation area 
yields rea.sonably a.ccurate results. 
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APPENDIX D 
EXTERNAL CONVECTIVE HEAT-TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 
Detailed methods of determining the external dry convective heat-
transfer coefficient hc have been developed in references 19 to 21. 
Sufficient accuracy for an airfoil heating-requirement study is usually 
obtained with the assumption that the convective heat-transfer coeffi-
cient from the airfoil leading-edge surface is equal to that over the 
forward half of a cylinder with a diameter similar to that of the leading 
edge and the remaining upper and lower airfoil surface equal to the heat-
transfer coefficients from flat plates. The empirical equations of 
Martinelli (reference 21) us~d herein to determine hc are for a cylin-
der 
1.14(Pr)0.4 (Red)0.5 k 1_ 3J 
hc = -----D----- Ll (:0) (Dl) 
(where e is the angle in degrees from air stagnation t o the point of 
interest) 
for a flat plate with laminar flow 
hc = 0.332(pr)1/3 (Res)0.5 k 
s 
for a flat plate with turbulent flow 
0.0296(pr)1/3 (Res)O. S k 
hc = s 
(D2 ) 
(D3) 
The properties of the air in tnese equations are assumed to be an 
arithmetic average of free stream and surface) as in reference 21. A 
quantitative comparison of the convective coefficients based on the 
solution of equations CD1) to (D3) is presented in figure l~ for the 
NACA 651-212 airfoil with mean chord of l5.S feet operating at condi-
tions 2 and 4. 
The 'presence of water on an airfoil surface produces an earlier 
transition from a laminar to turbulent heat-transfer coefficient as does 
an increase in air speed (references Sand lS). In an icing condition 
it is doubtful that transition will be delayed more than the 10-percent 
chord point indicated by this typical transition curve shown in fig-
ure l5(a); the actual location of transition in icing will probably 
fluctuate but should occur between the leading-edge cylinder curve and 
the transition curve shown. Because no definite basis for the 
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determination of the transition region other than limited data in refer-
ences 8 and 18 is available, a straight-line transition fr om the stag-
nation point to the turbulent flat -plate value at 10 percent chord 
(fig. 15) may be assumed for convenience in calculations. The validity 
of using a straight-line- transition curve and the magnitude of error 
obtained may be determined by a comparison of the total-heat-requirement 
calculations for an airfoil based on the two transition curves shown in 
figure l5(a). 
The use of the straight-line-transition curve yielded an increase 
of about 25 percent in gas weight flow necessary for evaporating all 
the impinging water for condition 4 but decreased the chord heated 
extent by 15 percent. Because these percentages of error are in at 
least the same order of magnitude as are the errors in the assumptions 
of meteorological variables, the straight-line-transition curve is used 
in all calculations pertinent to the results reported herein. 
- --"---- - ----
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APPENDIX E 
INTERNAL HEAT TRANSFER IN CONTINUOUS HOT-GAS SYSTEM 
The heat balance which describes the heat-transfer processes 
involved in a hot -gas system (fig . 5) is approximated by the following 
equation: 
(El) 
When heat is transferred to the skin or surface, the gas temperature 
decreases as it flows chordwise through the double-skin passage. This 
process is described by 
(E2) 
The term hc,g (equation (El)) is the internal convective heat -
transfer coefficient of the hot gas in the shallow heating channels. 
For this analysis, hc)g is determined for the entrance region to the 
double-skin passages by the following equation: 
= 0.1217k ( w )0.7 
hc)g sO.3 3600~ (E3) 
Equation (E3) is a modification of the empirically determined equation 
by J. K. Hardy and R. Morris for the entrance region. A curve of equa-
tion (E3) intersects the one for fully developed turbulent pipe flow 
about 25 hydraulic diameters downstream of .the entrance. After the 
point of intersection , the following equation from reference 22 is used: 
( )1/3 ( w )0. 8 k h == 0.022 Pr -
c)g 3600~ (Dh )0.2 
(E4) 
The term Tg is an estimated value of the mean gas temperature in the 
turbulent flow region. 
-------
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Some experimental data concerning the local value of the internal 
convective heat-transfer coefficient hC,g for typical double-skin 
anti -icing systems (reference 23) indicate that the values calculated 
from equations (E3) and (E4) may be too high by 20 to 30 percent. 
Because of the uncertainties in the determination of the local internal 
coefficient, no complete recalculation of the results was performed. A 
few points) howe ver) were recalculated wj.th the lower value of the 
internal coefficient and they indicated that the value of the internal 
coefficient has a significant effect on the heating requirement for com-
plete evaporation of the intercepted water. From the limited number of 
calculations performed, the heat required to evaporate all the inter-
cepted water was increased by about 20 percent when the local internal 
heat-transfer coefficient was assumed decreased by 30 percent. 
The term q in equations (El) and (E2) is the unit rate of heat 
flow also described by equation (1) of the text; and the three equa-
tions, (1)) (El)) and (E2)) are solved simultaneously to satisfy the 
heat balance from the heat source to the free air stream. This solu-
tion is considered to be an adequate approximation in the determination 
of the weight flow of hot gas required) but is based on the assumption 
of negligible chordwise conduction in the thin metal skin. Preliminary 
calculations including the conduction effects provided results not sub-
stantially different from those in which conduction is neglected; there-
fore) equations (1)) (El)) and (E2) were solved by a step-by- step trial-
and-error manner as follows. 
For a condition in which the factors in equation (1) affecting the 
external heat-transfer rate are .known, and the internal passage config-
uration is also known) the first step is to select a value of hot - gas 
weight flow W. By assuming a drop in hot - gas temperature in a small 
increment of length) a trial value of q can be calculated from equa-
tion (E~). With this trial value of q and a mean value of gas temper-
ature tg of (tg,i - ~tg), the heated surface temperature ts ca.n be 
calculated from equatio~ (El). With this value of surface temperature 
the external heat-transfer rate can be determined from equation (1) and 
compared with the trial value obtained from equation (E2). If the two 
values of q do not agree, a new value of 6tg must be assumed and 
the process repeated until a heat balance is obtained. 
For each chordwise length increment assumed, the amount of water 
being evaporated from the heated surface can be calculated from appen-
dix C as 
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From a knowledge of the amount of water impinging on the wing Ma and 
the amount being evaporated Me' the quantity of water running aft on the 
the wing can be calculated. This step-by-step process is continued in 
a chordwise direction until all the water has been evaporated or until 
the surface temperature is reduced to 32 0 F. By this method of calcula-
tion, the chordwise distance which must be heated in order to evaporate 
all the water intercepted by the wing, and the minimum amount of weight 
flow of hot gas that will evaporate all the water before the surface 
temperature drops t o 320 F, can be determined. 
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TABLE I - ICING AND OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR HYPOTHETICAL 
TURBOJET TRANSPORT 
Condition Flight Pressure Altitude Liquid - Dropletl Free-stream 
speed alt i tude water diameter static air 
(mph ) (ft) content (microns) temperature 
(g/cu m) (OF) 
1 350 0 0.6 15 20 
to 
10,000 Climb 
2 350 10,000 .4 20 0 
t o ) and 
20 ,000 
3 350 20,000 descent . 2 15 -25 
to 
30,000 
4 500 30,000 Cruise .1 15 -40 
lUniform droplet size distribution. 
I 
.~ 
I' 
I 
1-
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~ 
CS·3010 
Figure 1. - IiyIlotbetical turbojet transport airplane assumed in calculations . Gross 
weight , 125,000 pounds; wing span, 158 feet; wing section, NACA 651-212; wing taper, 
4:1; cruising speed, 500 miles per bour. 
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Condition Angle Water Collection 
of caught effi c i ency 
a ttack (lb/br/ of airfoi l 
r\ (deg) ft span) EM (percent) 
~Q 1 ~ 5 .4 4. 1 , 2 2 8 . 0 9 . 2 
3 3 2 . 5 5 . 6 
1\ 4 1 2 . 9 9.3 
,\\ 
IJ \\ 
i \ \ 
1\ 
I \ 
1 ~ 
1 r7\ l\ \ L 
V 1\\ l\condi tion 
/ I \ l\ \ 2 
V 1 ~\ \ 
L 1 \ ~\ 
V L ~ ~ ~ ~ 
2. 0 LO o 1.0 2 .0 3. 0 
Upper surface Lower surface 
Distance measured along airfoil surface, percentage of chord 
(a) Conditions 1 t o 4. Chord, 15. 8 feet. 
Figure 2. - Estimated rate and area of water droplet impingement. Airfoil, 
NACA 651-212. (Based on extrapolated results from reference 3 . ) 
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~ 1 I r 1 1 Chord Water Collection 
length caught/ efficiency ( tt) (lb/hr of airfoil 
(\ ft span) EM 
I~ 
(percent) 
6 .3 2.5 20 . 0 
15 . 8 2 . 9 9 .3 
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Figure 2 . - Concluded . Estimated rate and area of water drop -
let impingement. Airfoil, NACA 651 - 212 . (Based on extrapo-lated results from reference 3.) 
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Typical chordwise-flow wing icing protection system. Condi-
tion 4; airfoil, NACA 651- 212; chord, 15 . 8 feet; inlet gas 
temperature, 3500 F; gap size, 1/8 inch. 
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